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**Abstract:**

This report examines Navy team training activities in order to identify specific team coordination skill indicators. Data collected from training staff interviews and team training rating forms were content analyzed. These analyses showed that team skills focused primarily on various aspects of proficiency in information transfer. The most popular content categories turned out to be the ability to get information...
to the appropriate team members and the ability to get it there in a timely manner.

These categories were refined and extended to incorporate a range of specific individual and team skills which are potential contributors to performance of the relevant team tasks. For example, achieving timely information transfer requires individual skills in collecting the information efficiently and team skills in expediting its transmission once it has been collected.

A model describing team skill contributions to total team performance is presented which delineates between team and individual tasks. Recommendations are provided for addressing three basic team skills research issues which are directly relevant to team skills training. These issues include the intercorrelation of team skills and individual abilities, the transference of team skills, and the relationship between team skills and performance. Finally, it is suggested that these research issues be addressed in teams where information transfer team tasks are highly visible. Moreover, timeliness of information transfer should receive special attention in this research because of its likely impact on total team performance and its potential for being affected by a range of individual and team skills.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines Navy team training activities in order to identify specific team coordination skill indicators. Data collected from training staff interviews and team training rating forms were content analyzed. These analyses showed that team skills focused primarily on various aspects of proficiency in information transfer. The most popular content categories turned out to be the ability to get information to the appropriate team members and the ability to get it there in a timely manner.

These categories were refined and extended to incorporate a range of specific individual and team skills which are potential contributors to performance of the relevant team tasks. For example, achieving timely information transfer requires individual skills in collecting the information efficiently and team skills in expediting its transmission once it has been collected.

A model describing team skill contributions to total team performance is presented which delineates between team and individual tasks. Recommendations are provided for addressing three basic team skills research issues which are directly relevant to team skills training. These issues include the intercorrelation of team skills and individual abilities, the transference of team skills, and the relationship between team skills and performance. Finally, it is suggested that these research issues be addressed in teams where information transfer team tasks are highly visible. Moreover, timeliness of information transfer should receive special attention in this research because of its likely impact on total team performance and its potential for being affected by a range of individual and team skills.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The assumption underlying team training is that team performance is improved by bringing persons together to work through essential task elements as a unit under structured training conditions. These conditions are intended to increase the team skills of the persons. In an earlier report, Turney, Cohen, and Greenberg (1981) found research evidence which supported this assumption. The central team skill theme which they discovered running through the literature was coordination as practiced through team member communications. The exact content of these communications varied among the studies examined. However, three categories which frequently differentiated between high performing and low performing teams were organizing, exchanging task-related information, and evaluating options. More specification along these lines of the nature and form of team skills is essential to expand the rather sparse team training research literature noted by Collins (1977), Goldstein (1980), and Turney et al. (1981). The objective of this study is to identify more specific team coordination skill indicators by focusing on actual team training activities as they are conducted by the U.S. Navy. Since there is heavy reliance placed upon effective team performance in the Navy, there should be evidence of a range of team skills which are addressed as part of actual team training programs. Our purpose is to determine how these team skills are defined, how they are trained, how they are measured, and how their impact on team performance is evaluated.

The Importance of Clearly Defined Team Skills

As Meister (1976) has noted, distinctive team elements remain rather elusive. Experts in the team training field such as Hall and Rizzo (1975) and Thorndyke and Weiner (1980) have emphasized the importance of developing specific operationalizations and measures of coordination team skills in order to assure the effective utilization of team training to achieve team performance objectives. Three particular research issues which require sound team skills measures are discussed on the following page:
Intercorrelation of team skills and individual abilities - This issue is important to team training because establishment of the magnitude of positive correlations between team skills and individual skills and abilities can help to determine the relative emphasis which should be placed on individual training versus team training. Available research evidence on this issue provides no clear guidance. For example, Hall and Rizzo (1975) reviewed the literature and indicated that the results are mixed on the value of team training versus individual training. Therefore, they concluded that the question of whether individuals functioning in a team setting required unique skills which could only be developed through team training remained unresolved. This conclusion echoed similar views expressed earlier by Alexander and Cooperband (1965) and Briggs and Johnson (1967). Hall and Rizzo went on to state that they saw a need for a set of "decision rules" for determining when or where a team training approach would be desirable versus individual training alone.

More recently, Goldin and Thorndyke (1980), in their summary of the proceedings of the Rand team performance workshop, concluded that much team training seemed to be devoted to improving individual task skills and did not distinguish skills best trained at the individual level from those requiring team training. Moreover, in these same proceedings, Rizzo indicated that he was convinced that there should be more emphasis placed on developing individual task proficiencies. This apparently is what already occurs in many team training activities which, as Meister (1976) puts it, provides "the operator with an opportunity to practice individual skills in a team context" (p. 267).

Transference of team skills - The basic issue which is of concern here focuses on the extent to which team training develops the team skills of individuals versus a skilled team. If there are team skills which are embedded within each team, then team training needs to focus on intact teams for acquisition of these skills. If this cannot be accomplished as part of formal training activities, then the
development of such skills needs to be targetted as part of on-the-job training when the team is able to function as an intact unit. This issue is particularly important in the Navy context because of the substantial personnel turnover and the frequent training of teams which do not remain intact. As Thorndyke and Weiner (1980) concluded, there has been little research on the impact of turnover on team performance. Moreover, as Goldstein (1980) indicated, there has been little consideration of which activities should be learned in training and which ones should be learned on the job. Certain team skills such as effective timing of information inputs may require both training and on-the-job experience within intact teams.

- Relationship between team skills and performance - Underlying the above research issues is the requirement for clearly defined and operationalized team skills in order to determine the contributions which they make to team performance separately or in combination with individual skills and abilities. Meister (1976) has reviewed research relating individual performance to team performance and concluded that "team performance variance is accounted for in some degree by individual performance but at least 50% of that variance cannot be attributed to individual member contributions" (p. 254). Hackman and Morris (1975) suggested that when tasks involve substantial team member interactions, individual skills and abilities are not very good predictors of team performance. Thorndyke and Weiner (1980) also noted that team training should especially improve performance when tasks rely heavily on team member interactions. Finally, team training research reviewed by Turney et al. (1981) noted that training in essential communications team skills does improve team performance.

Therefore, there is evidence that interactions which occur among team members do have an impact upon performance. However, it is also well documented that teams have built-in inefficiencies. Kelley and Thibaut (1969) pointed out that teams tend to be slow and initially uncoordinated. Given proper training and time they presumably develop more efficient structures and organization.
The issue in determining the contributions which team skills and individual abilities make to team performance is not to establish the superiority of individuals over teams or vice versa. Teams are a necessity for the types of complex tasks we are dealing with in Navy training activities. Rather, the essential issue is to delineate team skills which require special attention in training efforts because they account for significant performance variance beyond what is achieved through individual skills and abilities. The team skills are likely to have an impact because they serve to reduce the inherent inefficiencies in team interactions essential to task performance.
CHAPTER 2. METHODS

We used two basic strategies to explore how team skills are defined, measured, and related to team performance. First, we conducted interviews with training staff from representative Navy team training activities in the Atlantic and Pacific fleets. The facilities visited are listed in Table 1. At most facilities, the commander and several members of his training staff were contacted. A total of seventeen persons were interviewed with each session lasting approximately one hour. Some of the interviews were conducted in groups of 2-3 persons while the others involved one staff person at a time. A semi-structured interview guide was constructed to focus the discussion on specific team skill training topics through a combination of open-ended questions and questions with a given set of response alternatives. The open-ended questions provided the maximum opportunity for interviewees to expand upon the topic while the structured alternatives facilitated calculation of the frequency of occurrence of specific responses. The interview guide appears in Appendix A.

The second major data collection component focused on team rating criteria used by training staff to evaluate the proficiency of teams during training exercises. Items in scoring sheets used to make these evaluations were content analyzed to determine the nature and frequency of occurrence of team skills. A total of five sets of rating forms were included in these analyses. They represented team training activities of the Fleet Combat Training Center - Atlantic, the Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center - Atlantic, the Fleet Training Group-Pacific, the Fleet Combat Training Center-Pacific, and the Submarine Training Facility-Pacific. The frequency of occurrence of different team skills evaluations across training rating forms for these five facilities was the central focus of these content analyses.
Table 1. Navy Team Training Facilities Visit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pacific Fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Fleet Combat Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fleet Training Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Submarine Training Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mobile Training Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Naval Air Station - Moffet Field</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atlantic Fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Fleet Combat Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3. RESULTS - TRAINING STAFF INTERVIEWS

The responses to the interview questions were divided into three categories including defining team skills, training team skills, and evaluating team skills. Several questions in the interview guide focused on each of these topics as described below.

- **Defining team skills** - The team skills which Navy training staff considered to be targets in their team training activities were determined through responses to two questions. The first question asked what were the primary reasons for training persons as part of teams rather than as individuals. The responses focused on four topics. They included: (1) to coordinate individual team member activities in order to avoid duplication of efforts; (2) to facilitate team member interactions and contacts; (3) to promote team cohesion; and, (4) to learn the strengths and weaknesses of different team members. While the first two reasons have possible transfer potential for team members who change teams, the third and fourth reasons are very clearly related to intact teams where members remain as part of the same team once training is completed.

The second question which addressed team skill definitions asked the training staff what were the primary team skills which they felt were learned during the team training programs they were familiar with. Six alternatives were presented along with the provision for responses not covered by these six. The two most popular team skills were information exchange with seven persons noting it and coordination with five persons referring to it. Other skills mentioned were feedback by two persons and adapting to new task conditions and team awareness by one person each.
Training team skills - Given that the Navy team training staff placed heavy emphasis on coordination and information exchange, how did they see that these skills were trained? The first question which we asked addressed the training formats used for the development of team skills. No one alternative stood out among the six which were listed in the interview guide. Classroom training, structured exercises or scenarios, simulations, refresher courses, team discussions, and post-exercise instructor critiques were each mentioned by at least two persons. When asked how team skills were actually built into these formats, seven out of the eight persons responding indicated that they were a by-product of functioning as a team. The eighth person indicated that the skills were specifically targeted as one training element. No one said that team skills were the primary training target.

Another issue addressed in the interviews was whether there were team skills which needed more emphasis in team training programs. Two persons responded to this open-ended question by stating that the limited training time available made it impossible to focus more attention on any team skills. Two others suggested that more emphasis needed to be placed on basic individual skills and abilities prior to team training. The only recommendation for a team skill requiring more training emphasis was information transfer.

The final issue related to training team skills which was addressed deals with the interface between land training and sea team activities. One question asked whether teams were ever trained as intact units which would remain so on shipboard. While five persons indicated that the training of intact teams did take place, they also stated that it was most likely to occur for teams of a precommissioned ship. However, eight trainers stated that they felt greater team effectiveness would be achieved if more intact teams were subjected to team training. Moreover, two persons noted that teams from "better ships" were more likely to be trained intact.
Given that much land-based team training involves teams which do not remain intact, it would be expected that if there are team skills which are integral to intact teams, they must be developed on shipboard. In response to the question, to what extent do team skills get developed or sharpened during sea exercises, all nine trainers providing input indicated that team skill development was substantial at sea. For example, two persons stated that fully proficient or competent teams were only formed during sea maneuvers. Moreover, one training commander suggested that team success is a direct function of team stability times task exposure. These interview results emphasize the necessity for distinguishing between team skills which transfer from land-based team training and team skills which await full development within intact teams during actual on-the-job experiences.

- **Evaluating team skills** - In response to the question of how team skill competence is evaluated, seven out of eight persons selected the alternative, "as part of task performance". Only one indicated that team skills were separated out from task performance for evaluation. What the majority of the training staff seemed to be saying was that team skills competence was not given any special weight as a contributor to overall team performance. However, we shall see later in the examination of team performance rating sheets used to evaluate team training that certain team skills are singled out in that context.

A second question referred more specifically to indicators used by the training staffs to determine team skills proficiency levels. The factors listed included: (1) timeliness of internal or external communications; (2) absence of unnecessary communications including "silence" at critical points during task actions; (3) orderliness of the team activities or lack of confusion in working relationships; and (4) high frequency information flow when appropriate.
In response to the broader question of how the overall impact of team training was evaluated, the training staff listed: (1) timeliness in satisfying objectives or time taken for a team to respond to a given input; and (2) team performance in scenarios involving different combat conditions. Standards for these scenarios were developed by instructors based on their own performance of the tasks.

The central themes which run through team evaluation indicators obtained from interviews focus on various aspects of timeliness, communications, information exchange, and the orderliness or appropriateness of team activities. We will now turn to an examination of the rating forms used to evaluate the performance of teams in a range of Navy training activities. These forms provide additional input for expanding upon the team skills identified through the interviews and for describing how the skills are measured in team training evaluations.
CHAPTER 4. RESULTS - TEAM TRAINING RATING FORMS

The six sets of rating forms obtained from Navy training activities were content analyzed to determine the nature and frequency of occurrence of different team skills. A total of eleven categories were identified from the range of specific items in the rating forms. These categories reflect various aspects of team member contacts or interactions. They are listed in Table 2. Also provided are the number of actual items which fell into each category along with item examples. Certain items were scored in more than one category because they tapped several team skills. For example, "Initiates accurate and complete standard reports to 'AW'" was counted under Category #1, Appropriate contacts receive information as well as Category #4, Accurate information transferred.

Examination of the categories shows that primary emphasis is placed on the adequacy of the information transfer process. Of primary importance is the ability to get information to other appropriate team members which they need in order to carry out their own individual task requirements. Also of considerable importance as reflected in the rating items is the ability to transfer the information to other team members when they need it. This timing element may entail transmitting the information as soon as it is available. However, it may also involve providing the information at the most opportune time. Too early a contact may interrupt or interfere with ongoing activities or produce input which is dated by the time it is used. Too late a contact may contribute to lower quality outputs as well as a less efficient team process when certain information must be repeated more than once.

The next three categories all address the content of the information transferred. They include the ability to provide appropriate information to other team members who need it, the ability to communicate accurate information, and the utilization of proper communications procedures and formats which facilitate the information transfer. These elements refer to the adequacy of the information communicated. Combined with the first two elements, they describe information transfer tasks which entail getting
Table 2. Team Skill Content Categories for Rating Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Category</th>
<th>Item Count</th>
<th>Item Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Appropriate contacts receive</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>a. Disseminates evaluated information to TAO, bridge, and Weapons stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>information.</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Initiates accurate and complete standard reports to AW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Kept FCD informed of plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Timeliness of information</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>a. Advise in advance when transfer or relief CAP required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Were recommendations given in time to allow for reaction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Update information to all plotters in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Appropriate information transferred</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>a. Range information passed to other plots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Informs AW of prosecution intentions, weapons deployment localization, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>engagement status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Were contacts reported to the Force, including position, course, speed, CPA,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and evaluation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Accurate information transferred</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>a. Initiated accurate and complete reports to AW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Advised approach officer of correct weapons settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Proper procedures/format utilized</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>a. Follows proper format for Anti-Air Warfare R/T transmissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Did RT Talker use proper communication procedures as in accordance with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACP-125?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Leadership</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>a. Did SWS supervise and utilize his personnel effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Leadership: How well did the TAO promote team work, encourage interest,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maintain control, and coordinate efforts of team members?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Were detectors/tracker stations adequately supervised?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Utilizes internal communications to coordinate with SWC and TAO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Initiates effective internal communications and ensures proper command and control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Category</td>
<td>Item Count</td>
<td>Item Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8. External information flow             | 9          | a. Were effective external communications established to provide force training?  
|                                          |            | b. Information flow: Externally.                                             
|                                          |            | c. Demonstrates external communication proficiency.                           |
| 9. Team Coordination                     | 5          | a. How well the SWC maintained control and coordinated efforts of team members?  
|                                          |            | b. Did the LAAWC coordinate and evaluate reports from ships in the local group?  
|                                          |            | c. Did TAO effectively coordinate the CIC team?                                 |
| 10. Clear, concise information transfer   | 4          | a. Did R/T talkers demonstrate the use of Brevity Codes?                      
|                                          |            | b. Were all R/T transmissions concise?                                       
|                                          |            | c. Did RT talker speak slowly/clearly?                                        |
| 11. Quiet, orderly information transfer   | 3          | a. Was information flow in a quiet and orderly manner?                        
|                                          |            | b. The noise level was kept to a minimum.                                    |
appropriate and accurate information to the proper team members at the correct time.

Four of the remaining six categories also deal with some aspect of information transfer. The first one is similar to appropriateness of the procedures/formats utilized and refers to the ability to provide clear, concise information. The second one involves a general indication of the extent to which information transfer is quiet and orderly. The third and fourth categories address the balance between transmitting required information internal to the team and delivering essential information external to the team.

The remaining two categories deal with team leadership and coordination. They could very well be integrated into one category as they both address aspects of overall team control. However, very little in the way of specific skill or ability indicators of leadership or coordination are provided beyond "promoting teamwork", "encouraging interest", "coordinating efforts of team members," or "utilizing personnel effectively".

A number of all-inclusive team skill items were also in the rating forms which were not specific enough to code into content categories. For example, "Team harmony", "Team attitude", and "Information flow" are three items which team trainers used to evaluate team performance. The rating formats used for these items did not provide any additional specificity. For team harmony, raters were asked to assign a point total ranging from 1 to 50 while for team attitude and information flow, team trainers checked either "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory". In fact, in general, the rating formats provided little specific guidance in how to assign ratings and there was no evidence in the rating forms of psychometrically sound rating scales. The formats utilized consisted of the assignment of points for each item representing a team skill or individual ability up to a maximum number. The maximum point total for an item ranged from 2 to 20. Other formats included "yes-no" and "satisfactory-unsatisfactory" alternatives. In addition, some items had no response format and simply provided space for team trainer remarks or comments.
The contribution which a team member made to overall team performance was determined through summations of points awarded, yes responses or satisfactories across all items rated for the individual. On rating forms where maximum point totals were assigned to each item, it was possible to get some idea of the relative weight attached to different factors. For example, disseminating evaluated information was worth 15 possible points while ensuring that a log was properly maintained yielded a maximum of only 5 points on one rating form.

Separate, end-result team performance items were also included in the rating forms. At the most general level, raters were asked to indicate whether they considered team performance to be satisfactory or unsatisfactory. At a more specific level, items focused on the overall effectiveness of teams in dealing with enemy threats. For example, was action taken to counter all engageable surface/air threats, were engagements and air contacts reported to the Force, and were the number of harpoons launched sufficient to kill the target? Or, how accurate were target course, speed, and range solutions to a target motion analysis problem?

Separate items also addressed individual team member performance. For example, the Tactical Action Officer was rated in terms of how successfully he countered threats to the force and whether he acted with necessary lead time to optimize the probability of effectively countering hostile contacts. It is interesting to note that the total possible points awarded to these two factors in overall effectiveness equalled the 20 points maximum assigned to how well the Tactical Action Officer promoted teamwork, encouraged interest, maintained control, and coordinated the efforts of team members. However, aside from this type of relative point assignment, there was no indication from the rating forms or interviews that different team skills or individual abilities were related to overall team performance through any systematic empirical process. Instead, they were considered as separate elements which made some contribution to total team performance.
CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A number of objectives were set forth in the introduction which we planned to accomplish through the interviews of Navy team training staff and content analyses of the rating forms which they used. Provided below is a summary of the data in support of each objective.

Our first objective was to determine how team skills were defined in Navy team training activities. From the interviews, we found that information exchange proficiency and coordination were the most frequently mentioned team skills. Specific indicators of team skills proficiency mentioned by training staff included timeliness of information transfer, absence of unnecessary communications, and intensive communications activity when appropriate. These indicators were confirmed and expanded upon in the content analyses of the team training rating forms. The most popular content categories turned out to be the ability to get information to the appropriate team members and to do it in a timely manner. Seven of the other nine categories also directly dealt with aspects of information transfer. They included the ability to provide appropriate and accurate information using proper communications procedures and the use of formats which emphasized clarity and conciseness. The absence of unnecessary communications activity was also included among the rating items. Finally, coordination as a general team skill was referred to in the rating forms along with team leadership.

The second objective, to determine how team skills were trained, was directed at taking into account the extent to which team skills were targeted for specific attention during training. There was little evidence that such focused training took place. While a variety of training formats were utilized extending from the classroom to simulation scenarios, team skills were not specifically addressed in any of the formats. Instead, all team skills were embedded elements within training activities. The one exception to this was when trainers singled out specific team skill
deficiencies based upon ratings of team activities for special attention during team performance feedback sessions.

The third objective, to determine how team skills were measured, was accomplished primarily through examination of the formats used in the rating forms. These formats were found to provide the trainers with substantial latitude in making their ratings of team skills. Little guidance was provided in how to assign ratings. For many skills, discrete "yes-no" or "satisfactory-unsatisfactory" alternatives were provided. Where a numerical continuum ranging from 1-5, 1-10, 1-15 was used, no descriptions were provided to indicate what each number represented as a skill level.

The final objective, to determine the impact of team skills upon team performance, was considered in terms of input from both the interviews and the rating forms. There was little evidence from either source that team skills were related to overall team performance in any systematic manner. In the interviews, the majority of training staff indicated that team skills were assumed to relate to overall task performance. The rating forms did not provide much additional assistance. Rating items which referred to the accuracy and efficiency of enemy detections and engagements were not directly related to specific team skills and individual abilities.
CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSION OF RESULTS

Team Task Focus

The emphasis placed upon information transfer skills in the data collected from Navy team training activities is at least in part a function of the types of tasks involved. The majority of team training which we examined entailed various search and detection subtasks performed by individuals or subgroups within the team. These activities produce air radar information, surface and sub-surface radar and sonar information and/or electronic warfare information. This information must then be transferred to appropriate team members such as the Tactical Action Officer who is responsible for taking specific actions to address enemy threats. Other task contexts where the primary focus is on decision-making or problem-solving throughout the total team are likely to require different combinations of team skills. For example, information evaluation and team organization may be more critical requirements for teams constantly being confronted with new problems to solve as a group.

Defining team skill requirements as they relate to information transfer tasks represents a different focus than either task structure or task interdependence. These two dimensions were described by Nieva et al. (1978) as providing a way to determine the extent to which tasks require team skills. The more unpredictable and evolving the task and the greater the number of interrelated sub-elements, the more likely it is to need team skills. However, these dimensions are less helpful in specifying the type of team skills required. Task content such as information transfer addresses this issue by describing what actually must get accomplished and where and how team member coordinations and interactions fit into the total task process. In this report, we are considering team skills as they apply to team tasks which rely heavily upon information transfer among team members.

The information transfer team task and its components are integral to the command and control centers which Thorndyke et al. (1980) singled out for special attention in future Navy team performance research activities.
For example, they state that "the greatest leverage in team performance research can be attained by focusing research on teams that receive and evaluate dynamic information and perform time-stressed decision-making." (p. 7) They refer to communications in such task contexts as the transportation system whose adequacy is determined by such factors as its efficiency, the timeliness of its deliveries, its ability to handle various content, and how it functions under stress load conditions. The team skills which are incorporated within Navy team training activities as we have described them here can be viewed as supporting and facilitating information exchange through this transportation system.

Team Skills Extension

A number of specific research issues were raised in the introduction which were said to require more clearly delineated team skill definitions and measures in order to address them satisfactorily. They included the extent to which team skills and individual abilities are intercorrelated, the establishment of the transference of individual team skills from one team to another, and the contribution of specific team skills to overall team performance. In this discussion, we intend to consider the utility of the team skills and measures that were derived from the Navy team training activities for addressing these research issues. We will also look at how they might be refined or extended to better reflect specific team skills required to conduct this type of research.

- Intercorrelation of team skills and individual abilities - As we indicated in our introduction, one important team training issue which requires sound team skill measures involves the determination of interrelationships between team skills and individual abilities. If we look at the team skills dimensions derived from the training interview and rating form analyses, we find that many of them are composed of individual ability as well as team skill elements. For example, in order for the appropriate team members to receive information, there are at least three requirements. First of all, the information must be held by the sender. This more than likely relies on individual skills and abilities. Secondly, the sender
must know who should receive the information, an individual knowledge. Finally, the sender must actually be able to transfer the information to the appropriate person. This last component is primarily where team skills come into play. Or take another example. In order for timely information transfer to occur, the transmitter must have the individual skills and abilities necessary to obtain the information efficiently in the first place. Once he or she has the information, team skills enter to assure that the information is transferred at the time when it will be of most use to the recipient.

What we are saying is that the "team skills" as they were defined in Navy training activities require further break-outs in order to actually reflect team skills. The Navy training "team skills" are more appropriately viewed as team task components of the information transfer process. Team skills were in fact being tapped indirectly when reference was made to proficiency in making appropriate information contacts, ability to transfer information in a timely manner, or skill in coordinating team activities. What these proficiencies or abilities actually consist of are left unspecified and may incorporate individual as well as team skills. For example, the team member who has an individual ability to collect information more rapidly is in a better position to assure that it gets to the appropriate persons in a timely manner than another team member who is less proficient. Similarly, appropriate and accurate information transfer is more likely to occur if a team member has the necessary individual skills and abilities.

As a consequence of the presence of such implicit individual and team skill elements within the content categories which we identified in Navy team training activities, it is necessary to redefine the categories and specify these elements. One approach is to delineate essential individual abilities and team skill elements which are likely to contribute to successful accomplishment of the team task described in each category. We have made an initial attempt to do this in Table 3. Here we have listed sets of individual and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Task Components</th>
<th>Individual Skills/Knowledge</th>
<th>Team Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2. Knows appropriate contacts both internal and external to the team.  
3. Knows task/situational conditions where specific contacts are required. | 1. Gains access to appropriate persons.  
2. Assures that all appropriate persons receive information.  
3. Confirms that information was received when not delivered directly. |
| 2. Timeliness of information transfer. | 1. Collects information efficiently.  
2. Knows information priorities.  
3. Is aware of other team member information priorities and requirements  
4. Is aware of total team and system or internal and external information priorities.  
5. Is aware of time requirements under different task conditions. | 1. Uses most direct available communications channels.  
2. Assures that priority information receives special attention.  
3. Coordinates information flow to control contacts with other team members.  
4. Minimizes unnecessary interruptions of other team members.  
5. Provides clear, concise information.  
6. Responds quickly to information requested.  
7. Assures that delayed information is transmitted as soon as possible. |
| 3. Appropriate information transferred. | • Collects appropriate information. | 1. Confirms appropriateness of information transferred.  
2. Expands information appropriately upon request. |
2. Requests feedback on accuracy.  
3. Corrects information when feedback shows inaccuracies. |
### Table 3 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Task Components</th>
<th>Individual Skills/Knowledge</th>
<th>Team Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Proper information transfer proceedings/format utilized</td>
<td>• Knows proper proceedings/format.</td>
<td>1. Confirms that proper proceedings/format have been used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Team coordination/leadership</td>
<td>• Awareness of total team and system or internal and external information transfer requirements.</td>
<td>2. Requests feedback on proceedings/format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Corrects proceedings/format when feedback shows improper usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Provides feedback to team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Adjusts information flow process to meet current task demands including &quot;emergent emergencies&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
team skills which we feel are possible contributors to satisfactory accomplishment of the team performance requirement set forth in each category. This list is not meant to be all-inclusive but it does serve to represent the types of individual and team skill elements which need to be measured in order to establish their inter-relationships in information transfer tasks. The individual skill elements tend to represent task requirements for the team member prior to information transfer while the team skill elements involve aspects of the actual information transfer process.

If we look at the skills listed in Table 3 for the first team task category, "appropriate contacts receive information", we find that the initial individual skill refers to the collection of adequate information. This skill itself could be broken down into task specific elements which describe activities and products used to evaluate the adequacy of the team member's individual performance. Behavioral indicators as well as output indicators would serve this purpose and many such measures are already included within the training rating forms which we analyzed. The second and third individual skills under this category refer to knowledge levels which the team member has about team contact requirements. They include knowing whom to contact with certain information and being familiar with task and situational conditions which indicate that certain specific team members should be contacted. While at first glance, these latter two skills may seem more appropriately placed under team skills, they are included as individual abilities because they presumably involve knowledges which team members acquire alone or through individual training.

The team skills under this category refer to behaviors and actions that indicate the extent to which the team member is skilled in actually making the appropriate contacts. This entails such actions as gaining the full attention of the intended information recipient through effective introductory comments and vocal intensity. If direct
face-to-face transfer to the appropriate contact is not possible, then another team skill may consist of actions taken to confirm that the information does in fact reach the intended person through intermediaries or secondary channels. These are examples of a few team skills. Others may be added to this list which refer to activities supporting a team member’s efforts to transmit information to appropriate persons.

The remaining team task categories in Table 3 have similar break-outs of individual and team skills. The timeliness of information task requirement has an extensive list of both sets of skills. The emphasis in individual skills/knowledge falls on skill in efficient collection of information and an awareness of total team and system information priorities. The team skill break-out lists possible behavioral indicators of skill in timely information transfer such as "uses most direct available communications channels", "minimizes unnecessary interruptions of other team members", and "responds quickly to information requests".

The next three team task components have fewer items listed under individual and team skills. However, they make the same distinction between individual skills or knowledge which are necessary prior to information transfer and team skills which support the actual transfer process. The individual skills/knowledge focus on collecting appropriate and accurate information and knowing proper procedures and formats. The relevant team skills involve determining the extent to which the information was received as intended and providing effective additional elaboration and clarification when it was not.

The final category which is listed refers to team coordination. This category also incorporates leadership from the set of categories identified in the Navy team training rating forms. It covers the coordination of all aspects of the overall team information flow process. Again, the distinction is maintained between individual abilities and team skills. Individual skills/knowledge refers to
awareness of total team and system requirements while team skill indicators include prioritizing information transfer, providing support to team members, and providing feedback to team members.

The types of individual and team skill elements which we have just described can be used as starting points for exploring intercorrelations between individual abilities/knowledges and team skills. Data on each set of elements can be collected in teams and intercorrelated as well as entered into regression equations to predict team member performance on the team tasks listed in each category. For example, "timeliness of information transfer" would be the dependent variable and "collects information efficiently", "knows information priorities", "uses most direct channels", and "minimizes unnecessary interruptions" plus the other individual and team skill elements in this category would be entered into the equation as possible predictor variables. In some cases, a significant predictor of team task performance may be a combination of an individual ability and a team skill. This would indicate that both factors are critical to task performance. If either one approaches zero, performance will be low regardless of the level of the other factor. For example, if a team member is unable to gain access to appropriate persons, they will not receive information regardless of how good he or she is in collecting adequate information in the first place. On the other hand, gaining access will do no good if adequate information has not first been collected.

Transference of team skills - One outcome of the determination of intercorrelations among individual and team skill elements is the provision of initial material to address this issue. If the data indicate that individual skills and abilities account for the major portion of variance in the team categories, then team skills may be defined as knowledge of appropriate contact requirements and awareness of team member and total system information priorities. These knowledges and awarenesses can be acquired through individual training and are more likely to transfer from one team to another. On the other hand,
to the extent that team skill elements account for unique variance in team task categories such as timeliness of information transfer, then more focused attention must be placed on the transference of team skills which only emerge during actual team activities. These skills would require training in a team setting.

However, the question would still remain as to the transference of these skills between one team and another. For example, gaining access to the appropriate persons may involve certain interpersonal skills such as proper timing of the contact so that other competing contact requirements are minimal or using effective "up-front" comments which gain the attention of the team member contact. Such skills may transfer effectively from one team to another. However, gaining access may also require familiarity with the personal work style and inclinations of the team member contact. Obviously, this type of familiarity is unique to a team although interpersonal sensitivity to cues required to gain such familiarity within a new team may transfer. Or such familiarity may develop rapidly enough in a newly formed team that on-the-job experience is an adequate substitute for formal team training.

In order to address the team skill transfer issue adequately, it will be necessary to consider each of the team skill elements in more detail than is provided in Table 3. For each one, there should be a distinction between aspects which are generic to teams and those which relate to characteristics of a specific team. For example, minimizing unnecessary interruptions from other team members in order to provide timely information transfer may include generic strategies for recognizing and avoiding or terminating superfluous communications. However, it may also require specific familiarity with other team members in order to anticipate and effectively deal with likely interruptions from certain individuals. The approach to this research issue entails determining the extent to which each team skill that accounts for significant performance variance in a team information transfer category is composed of factors which have high transfer potential from one team.
to another because of their generic content and factors which have low transfer potential because of their embeddedness within specific teams.

**Relationship between team skills and performance** - In order to place overall team performance in perspective with what we have just addressed in the first two research issues, we have constructed the model presented in Figure 1. In this model, the team categories which we identified through the team training interview and rating form content analyses are incorporated under "C" as components of team task performance. Defining the individual and team skill elements of these team performance components takes us back one step to "B" in the model. We move back one more step to "A" in order to consider what is required in order to distinguish between team skills which transfer from one team to another and those which do not. At each step, more specific, finely delineated break-outs of team skills are required.

To complete the picture, it is necessary to move in the opposite direction from team task performance at "C" to bring in total team performance. This overall team performance at "D" is a function of the extent to which team task as well as individual task requirements are met. Team members may perform certain tasks which do not require any sort of teamwork. For example, ultimate team performance may be a function of the ability of an individual team member to fire a weapon properly or for a decision-maker to synthesize effectively the information generated and transferred to him by the team in order to make an appropriate individual decision. Individual skills and knowledges contribute to the performance of these tasks as well as to the performance of team tasks.

According to the model, team skills have their impact upon overall team performance through their contributions to or support of team task performance. Therefore, the direct relationship between the performance of team tasks such as the transfer of information to appropriate persons and total team performance measured by such dimensions...
as enemy target intercepts completes the chain linking team skills to team performance. In other words, team skills are related to total team performance through team task performance.

In our description of team skills as they are laid out in the model, we are using separate team members performing their individual and team tasks as our measurement focus. Therefore, it is necessary to sum across these performances for each team member to arrive at indices of total team performance.

The manner in which team and individual task performances relate to total team performance is an empirical question. They may make independent additive contributions to performance or they may join together in a multiplicative relationship. Such a relationship would suggest that both factors are equally important to team performance. If either one approaches zero, then team performance will be low regardless of the level of the other factor. In other words, high team task performance may go to waste if there is low individual task performance. However, the central research issue here is not the type of relationship which exists but rather the amount of total team performance variance which is accounted for by members' performance of specific team tasks. Then team and individual skills which support these tasks will be given appropriate credit as contributors to team performance.
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

In our earlier technical report (Turney et al.), we noted that coordination of individual team member activities served as the primary focus for team skills training research and other explorations into the nature of team skills. Operationalizations of coordination focused on communications content categories like exchanging task-related information and evaluating information. Many more questions about the impact of team skills and team skills training on team performance have been raised than answered. While training in verbal communications skills has been found to influence team performance, the results of the limited studies available are far from conclusive. Moreover, as we have noted, the relative impact of individual skills/knowledge and team skills on team performance, their transference from one team to another, and the utility of team training for developing individual and team skills separately or in combination have been raised on numerous occasions as important research issues without receiving subsequent attention.

The initial research requirement is to develop adequate definitions of team skills with likely relationships to effective team functioning and performance. We have attempted to lay the groundwork for this effort through a model which breaks out possible determinants of total team performance into a sequence incorporating team skills at two different points. Total team performance is divided into individual task performance and team task performance components. Team tasks are divided into individual and team skills. Finally, the team skills themselves are broken out into elements which are likely to be embedded within a particular team and elements which a team member is likely to carry from one team to another. At this stage, the model serves as an heuristic guide for empirical research. Not only may the relative contributions of individual and team dimensions shift as a function of different task requirements but also they may be extended or deleted as an empirical data base is developed.
Defining team skills in terms of information transfer tasks provides a content specific focus which often seems absent in discussions of team skills training. As we demonstrated in this report, it is possible to generate a range of team skills which may support performance of a team task if the task is given such a content focus. Moreover, it is possible to zero in on team components which are likely to be critical determinants of total team task performance. One example of such a component is timeliness of information transfer. The lists of potentially relevant individual skill/knowledge and team skill elements which we generated in our example were extensive. Moreover, timeliness of information transfer encapsulates many of the coordination and sequencing team skills described in the literature beyond those we covered in Chapter 5. In addition, both individual and team skills are likely to contribute to effective and efficient timing. Individual skills and knowledge contribute to information collection and team skills contribute to actual information delivery.

The tasks performed in Navy team training facilities place heavy emphasis on information transfer timeliness because of its importance to team performance under combat conditions. The urgent and emergent nature of these conditions places special strains on skills required to deliver timely information. Avoidance of unnecessary interruptions and delivering information as close to the time when the recipient can use it are likely to be especially salient team skills. Good examples of Navy team training activities where these kinds of team task conditions are created are the fleet combat and antisubmarine warfare training centers.

The measures of team skills which are developed need to tap various aspects of team member interactions. However, the traditional approach of relying on communications content categories has its limitations. A content analytical system such as the one developed by Bales (1950) is useful to study interactions in small groups where all members are together. However, substantial resources are required to collect the data through team observations. This is particularly so when sub-units of the team are physically separated and many interactions take place simultaneously. Moreover, the observational and analytical requirements make this
measurement approach impractical for use by training staffs. Therefore, it is necessary to generate behavioral and interaction indicators which describe the frequency of occurrence of various team skills as rated by observers or team members themselves. Valid numeric rating scales which are anchored with specific descriptive indicators of different levels of each team skill are required. Sound measures are most likely to result from appropriately conducted individual and team task analyses.

Once such measures are developed, it will be possible to collect data on team and individual skills which are related to team performance. As these skills and abilities are established, attention can be turned more and more to the delineation of appropriate contexts for skill acquisition. At some future time, it may be possible to prescribe blends of individual training, team training, and exposure functioning as an intact unit for achieving peak total team performance effectiveness for specific task requirements. However, achieving this stage will first require the generation of a fundamental team skill - team performance knowledge base.
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A-1
INTERVIEW GUIDE - TEAM SKILLS TRAINING

Introduction: We are conducting a study for the Office of Naval Research to determine how team skills are incorporated into Navy training courses. Team skills involve competence in working with others to accomplish a task. Our specific interest is in establishing team skills to serve as targets for a major ONR team training research program. We have already conducted a review of the research literature and now we are interested in obtaining your input as a person familiar with Navy training. For this purpose, we have constructed a series of general questions to guide our discussion. However, they are not intended to restrict your comments in any way and so you should feel free to add to or expand upon any question.

1. What are the primary reasons for training persons as part of teams rather than as individuals as you see them?

2. What are the primary team skills which you feel are learned during team training programs you are familiar with?
   a. ___ coordination
   b. ___ information exchange
   c. ___ adapting to new task conditions
   d. ___ compensating for team errors
   e. ___ structuring team activities
   f. ___ leader - follower relations
   g. ___ others (feedback; team awareness)

3. How are these skills built into the training material?
   a. ___ by-product of functioning as team
   b. ___ targeted as one training element
   c. ___ primary training target (e.g. team building)
4. What training format(s) is used for development of team skills?
   a. ___ classroom
   b. ___ team discussions
   c. ___ structured exercises
   d. ___ role-playing
   e. ___ simulators/simulations
   f. ___ refresher course
   g. ___ other

5. How is team skill competence evaluated?
   a. ___ as part of task performance
   b. ___ separate from task performance (e.g. interaction analyses)

6. What indicators do you use to determine the team skills proficiency of a team?

7. How is the overall impact of team training evaluated? (e.g. what performance measures or other indicators are used?)

8. Are teams ever trained as intact units which will remain so in the field? ___ Yes ___ No  If yes, for what types of tasks?

9. To what extent do team skills get developed or sharpened during sea exercises?

10. What team skills need more emphasis in these programs?

11. How are team training objectives established and by whom?
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